Kiba Inu
Kiba Inu is an anime-centered meme ecosystem that has a mission to restore integrity to the meme space by building an infrastructure for safe investing and trading. The primary components of the ecosystem include:

1. Kibaswap
2. An NFT marketplace
3. Gamefi integration
4. Anime ecosystem
5. Partnerships

We will be combining the respective components together so that your tokens you hold, the NFTs you own and the other components yet to be revealed can be used symbiotically in P2E / Gamefi and Defi applications with ever evolving utility.
$KIBA is inspired by Kiba Inuzuka, one of the main supporting characters of the Naruto anime/manga series. He always has his trusted canine companion, Akamaru, by his side.

Kiba Inuzuka is loyal to his comrades and will do anything to protect them. This is the energy the $KIBA token aims to embody – a strong, supportive community that wants to grow together.

Join the telegram and come be a part of this moon mission. The $KIBA team continues to show their dedication to the project and prove themselves, consistently showing up and taking action.
KibaSwap is a cryptocurrency exchange that allows to swap ETH in an easy way.

**Vision & Token Utility**

**Comic NFTs**  
KIBA NFTs all saga will be minted & would be tradeable

**KibaSwap**

**Anime Ecosystem**  
Best Anime Ecosystem to benefit all the KIBA fans and to carry out project development & sustain for long period

**GameFi System**  
Play and earn NFTs / $KIBA coins
The most important factor when launching a project is trust. With it comes full transparency of the project and effort to fulfill the vision of the whitepaper. Kiba Inu will be audited by Certik, initial token supply has been burned and Liquidity has been locked. There is no possibility of a rugpull.

We are in for the long-term. With the adoption of Kiba Inu and the community engagement, we will make sure we keep increasing engagement over the coming months in order to drive real use cases, NFT promotion and scale greater rewards for investors.

Last but not least, our most important pillar is our community, which is one of the largest and fastest growing since the generation of meme tokens. With a strong usecase for NFTs and the Kiba Inu genre, we are enabling multiple dimensions combined into one token. A token for the community, dedication and fun!

Kiba Inu endorses full transparency on all transactions and actions it will take to launch the token, fair price building on NFT auctions as well as holders and token price. We empower open communication to the community and our stakeholders to guarantee the long term success of our project.
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Token Model

Token Name: Kiba Inu
Symbol: KIBA
Decimals: 9

1% Redistribution and 9% marketing tax. The first 24 hours after your first buy the sell tax will be higher, 26%.
Tokenomics

- 0% Burned
- 100% 100% available for trading
- 0% Developer, Presale or team wallets
- ETHEREUM Type of Token/Network

Total Supply (none of supply was burned)

1,000,000,000,000,000

CONTRACT

0x4b2c54b80b77580dc02a0f6734d3bad733f50900
Special Features

- Sell tax is 26% for 24 hours after your first buy
- After 24 hours it is 10%
- This makes investors hold
- So that all Kiba Warriors profit
- And Kiba Inu becomes the #1
NFT Platform

- NFT sale for Kiba Inu holders
- Buy NFTs only with KIBA tokens
- Kiba Inu are based on our main characters
- And we will launch limited collections
Get on a ride with your preferred Kiba Inuzuka is a playable character in the video games!

KibaStorm 4

Kiba Storm 4, known in Japan as Naruto Shippūden: Narutimate Storm 4, is a fighting game.

Akamaru

Akamaru, Kiba Inuzuka's dog in the game series.

These are examples of what is possible for Kiba Inu
Giveaway per Milestone

Win ETH per milestone

- 50M Market Cap - 5ETH Giveaway
- 100M Market Cap - 10ETH Giveaway
- 250M Market Cap - 25ETH Giveaway
- 500M Market Cap - 50ETH Giveaway
- 1B Market Cap - 100 ETH Giveaway
Roadmap

Phase 1
- 500 Holders
- Website Launch
- Whitepaper Launch
- Deposit Liquidity
- Renounce Ownership
- Lock Liquidity Pool

Phase 2
- 1000 Holders
- Coin Gecko Listing
- Coin Marketcap Listing
- Smart Contract Audit
- Key Marketing Partnerships
Phase 3

- 5000 Holders
- Dextools Trending
- Kiba Swap
- Hard advertisement Campaigns
- CEX Listings
How To Buy?

**Step 1**
Download MetaMask or Trust Wallet and install the Chrome/Firefox extension:
- https://metamask.io/
- https://trustwallet.com/

**Step 2**
Setup your account and add the Ethereum to your network:
- https://docs.binance.org/smart-chain/wallet/metamask.html

**Step 3**
Purchase ETH and fund your MetaMask/Trust Wallet Address with ETHs. With these you will be able to buy KIBA on Uniswap.

**Step 4**
Go to our website and click on the "Uniswap" button
- https://app.uniswap.org

**Step 5**
Swap your ETH for $KIBA. Click "Select a token" & enter the contract address.
- 0x4b2c54b80b77590dc02a0f6734d3bad73
- 3f50900
Audit

The Kiba Inu smart contract will be audited by Certik.